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AN INVENTORY OF ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAMS 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
Introduction 
This inventory of academic degree programs has been compiled by the 
South Carolina Commission on Higher Education primarily as an aid to 
institutional and to statewide planning for postsecondary education. The 
infonnation presented will also be of value to those who wish to know at 
which institutions a given program is offered within the State. The 
inventory is based on infonnation furnished to the Commission by each 
institution and is current as of the fall academic term, 1987. 
The inventory is divided into two parts. In Part I are programs 
listed by category. In Part II are listed public and private non-profit 
institutions and the degree programs offered by each. 
Within the inventory, abbreviations used to categorize the level or 
levels of each program are defined as follows: 
Abbreviation 
C . Diplomas or Certificates 
A Associate degrees (such as Associate in Arts, Associate 
in Science, Associate in Business) 
B Baccalaureate degrees (such as Bachelor of Arts or 
Bachelor of Science) 
M Masters degrees (such as Master of Science or Master of 
Education) 
S Education Specialist Degrees or Advanced Certificates 
in Education 
D Doctoral degrees (such as Doctor of Philosophy or Doctor 
of Education; also includes some first professional 
degrees such as Doctor of Medicine or Doctor of Law) 
For convenience, programs are arranged according to a standard class-
ification (A Classification of Instructional Programs, National Center for 
Education Statistics, February, 1981). All institutions offering one or 
more programs identified with a given subfield are listed immediately 
following the entry for that subfield in Part I. State-supported institu-
tions are included in the first group under each subfield, followed by 
private, or independent, colleges in the second group under each subfield. 
In most cases, the title of the program in the Inventory is that 
preferred by the institution. In a few cases, where programs similar in 
nature and objectives are offered with different preferred titles, these 
have been grouped for ease of identification. 
September, 1987 
S.C. Commission on Higher Education 
1333 Main Street, Suite 650 
Columbia, S.C. 29201 
ii 
LIST OF INSTITUTIONS 
Public Senior Colleges and Universities 
The Citadel, Charleston 
Clemson University, Clemson 
College of Charleston, Charleston 
Francis Marion College, Florence 
Lander College, Greenwood 
Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston 
South Carolina State College, Orangeburg 
University of South Carolina, Columbia 
Winthrop College, Rock Hill 
Four-Year Campuses of the University of South Carolina 
USC-Aiken, Aiken 
USC-Coastal Carolina, Conway 
USC-Spartanburg, Spartanburg 
Private Senior Colleges and Universities 
Allen University, Columbia 
Baptist College at Charleston, Charleston 
Benedict College, Columbia 
Bob Jones University, Greenville 
Central Wesleyan College, Central 
Claflin College, Orangeburg 
Coker College, Hartsville 
Columbia Bible College and Seminary, Columbia 
Columbia College, Columbia 
Converse College, Spartanburg 
Erskine College, Due West 
Funnan University, Greenville 
Limestone College, Gaffney 
Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary, Columbia 
Morris College, Sumter 
Newberry College, Newberry 
Presbyterian College, Clinton 
Shennan College of Straight Chiropractic, Spartanburg 
Southern Methodist College, Orangeburg 
Voorhees College, Denmark 
Wofford College, Spartanburg 
ii; 






Private Two-Year Institutions 
Anderson College, Anderson 
Clinton Junior College, Rock Hill 
Columbia Junior College of Business, Columbia 
Nielsen Electronics Institute, Charleston 
North Greenville College, Tigerville 
Rutledge College, Charleston, Columbia, 
Greenville, and Spartanburg 
Spartanburg Methodist College, Spartanburg 
Technical Colleges 
Aiken Technical College, Aiken 
Beaufort Technical College, Beaufort 
Chesterfield-Marlboro Technical College, Cheraw 
Denmark Technical College, Denmark 
Florence-Darlington Technical College, Florence 
Greenville Technical College, Greenville 
Horry-Georgetown Technical College, Conway 
Midlands Technical College, Columbia 
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College, Orangeburg 
Piedmont Technical College, Greenwood 
Spartanburg Technical College, Spartanburg 
Sumter Area Technical College, Sumter 
Tri-County Technical College, Pendleton 
Trident Technical College, Charleston 
Williamsburg Technical College, Kingstree 
York Technical College, Rock Hill 
iv 
PART I 
PROGRAMS LISTED BY CATEGORY 
PAGE 1 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01010100 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
01010101 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION & BUSINESS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
01010200 AGRIBUSINESS 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X X 
01010201 AGRIBUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
01010300 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
01010301 APPLIED ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
01010302 AG . ECONOMICS & RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
01010400 FARM MANAGEMENT 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
01060100 HORTICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
02 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
02020100 ANIMAL SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02020101 ANIMAL SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
02020500 ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02020600 DAIRY SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
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N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
02 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
02020900 POULTRY SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02029901 ANIMAL INDUSTRIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02030100 FOOD SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02030500 PACKAGING SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02030600 FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
02040200 AGRONOMY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
02040300 HORTICULTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
02999902 ANIMAL AND FOOD INDUSTRIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
,.... 
03020201 NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
03040400 WOOD UTILIZATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
03040401 FOREST PRODUCTS TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
03050100 FORESTRY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
-
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 




04 ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
04020100 ARCHITECTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
04030101 CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
04039900 ARCHITECTURE/CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
04040100 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 




04060100 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
04999901 BUILDING SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
05 AREA AND ETIINIC STUDIES 
05010700 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
05019902 SOUTHERN STUDIES 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS 
05 AREA AND ETHNIC STUDIES 
05020100 AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 
U . S . C . - CO LUMB IA 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TE9HNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C . - COASTAL CAROLINA 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 








































N.C.E . S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
..__ 06020100 ACCOUNTING 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
~ VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
06030100 FINANCE 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
U. S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
06030101 BANKING AND FINANCE 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
06030102 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
THE CITADEL X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X X X 
U. S . C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C . - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
- ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LH1ESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA 
THE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X* 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
06040102 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA-ETV 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
U.S.C . - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X I TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X -
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
* Offered at Furman University 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040104 MANAGEMENT AND MERCHANDISING 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
06040201 MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
06040301 TEXTILE MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
06049902 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & CHEMISTRY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
06049903 BUSINESS ADMIN. AND INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
'-"-
06050100 ECONOMICS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
S.C . STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
06060100 MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
- 06070100 HOTEL, MOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
06070101 HOTEL,RESTAURANT,TOURISM ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
06070103 HOTEL/MOTEL ADMINISTRATION 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X X 
06079901 SPORT ADMINISTRATION 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06080100 INSURANCE 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
06090100 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
06120100 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
06139900 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
06139901 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE/DATA SYSTEMS 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
06140100 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
06160100 PERSONNEL/EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
06170101 REAL ESTATE 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
U.S .C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
06180100 SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
06190100 TAXATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
06200101 TRADE MANAGEMENT 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
06999903 INDUSTRIAL MANAGMENT - I 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06999905 BUSINESS ADMIN. AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
06999907 MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X X 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE X 
07030101 BUSINESS ADMIN (COMPUTER INFOMATION SYS) 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
07030102 COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING ASSISTANT 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ..,.._ 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07030201 COMPUTER OPERATIONS 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07030202 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATOR 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE CHARLESTON X 
07030300 DATA ENTRY 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X -
07030500 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
SPARTANBURG METIIODIST COLLEGE X 
CHESTERF.IELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07039900 AUTOMATED OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040102 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE X X 
07060200 COURT REPORTING 
HIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07060300 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
07060500 MEDICAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
U.S.C . - LANCASTER X 
U.S.C . - UNION X 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -- SPARTANBURG X X 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
'- DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CAIJiOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B H s D 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X 
07060801 INFORMATION PROCESSING 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
07060802 OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
07069900 HEALTH CARE SECRETARY -
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07070100 SECRETARIAL TECHNOLOGY 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE COLUMBIA X 
07070200 CLERK TYPIST 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B 11 s D 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
07999901 COMMERCIAL SCIENCE 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER X 
07999902 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
CLINTON JR . COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08010200 FASHION MERCHANDISING 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -- SPARTANBURG X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
08070501 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE X 
08070502 RETAILING 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
08079900 MARKETING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
' 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
PAGE 14 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS C A B M s D 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING 
COKER COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
08110100 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
08110401 TRAVEL AND TOURISM 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS X 
09 . COMMUNICATIONS 
09040100 COMMUNICATIONS, GENERAL 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
09040200 NEWS-EDITORIAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
09040300 ADVERTISING-PUBLIC RELATIONS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
09040301 PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS/MKT. JOURNALISM 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
09070100 BROADCASTING - I 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
PAGE 15 
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09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09070100 BROADCASTING 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
09070101 BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
09070102 BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
09999901 MEDIA ARTS 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
HORRIS COLLEGE X 
09999905 SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
09999906 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
10 COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 
10010400 RADIO & TV BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
10010402 TELEPRODUCTION 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
TIIE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S. C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
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11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X 
11040100 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
U.S .C. - SPARTANBURG X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
11040101 COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
11999902 APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
11999903 COMPUTER SCIENCE/APPLIED MATH 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
11999904 COMPUTING/BUSINESS 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
11999905 COMPUTER SOF'I'\iARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC. SERVICES 
12040200 BARBERING 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
--
N.C.E . S. 
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12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC. SERVICES 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
13 EDUCATION 
13010100 EDUCATION, GENERAL 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 
13030100 CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION 
THE CITADEL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
13040200 SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA 
13040400 INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 
13049901 HEALTH EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13050100 INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
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13 EDUCATION 
13050101 EDUCATIONAL ~1EDIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
13060300 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13060400 EDUCATIONAL TESTING 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13080100 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
THE CITADEL 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
13090100 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 





13100300 EDUCATION OF THE DEAF 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 
13100600 EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
13100800 EDUCATION OF ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA 
* Joint program of The Citadel and College of Charleston 
through The Charleston Higher Education Consortium 
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13 EDUCATION 
13100900 EDUCATION OF VISUALLY HANDICAPPED 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13101100 SPECIAL/ LEARNING DISABILITIES 
FRANCIS ~1ARION COLLEGE X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
13101200 SPEECH CORRECTION 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
13101201 SPEECH EDUCATION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X -
13110101 STUDENT PERSONNEL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
13110102 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13110103 SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13110104 REHABILITATION COUNSELING 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
13110105 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
- BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
13110106 COUNSELOR EDUCATION 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
13110107 GUIDANCE 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
13110108 STUDENT COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL 
THE CITADEL X 
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13 EDUCATION 
13110110 COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE SERVICES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X X 
LANDER COLLEGE X X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X X X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C . - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY X 
COLm!BIA COLLEGE X X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
HORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
13120201 PRE-ADOLESCENT EDUCATION 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X 
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13 EDUCATION 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
U.S .C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X --
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
THE CITADEL X X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
U. S. C. - AIKEN X 
U. S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE - X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
13130100 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X - COKER COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
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13 EDUCATION 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X .-
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
13130601 FRENCH EDUCATION 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13130602 GERMAN EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13130603 LATIN EDUCATION 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13130604 SPANISH EDUCATION 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
13130700 HEALTH EDUCATION 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
13130701 SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION 
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13 EDUCATION 
13130800 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
13130900 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
13131000 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
-- 13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C . STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X X - CONVERSE COLLEGE X X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
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13 EDUCATION 
13131201 CHORAL MUSIC 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
13131202 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
13131203 PIANO PEDAGOGY 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X _,, 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S .C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
13131402 HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
13131500 READING EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL X 
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13 EDUCATION 
13131500 READING EDUCATION 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
13131600 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
13131602 CHEMISTRY EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
13131603 PHYSICS EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
13131604 SCIENCE TEACHING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
13131700 SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL X 
13131800 SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
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13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
13139901 HISTORY EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
COKER COLLEGE 
13139902 PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13139906 LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
13999901 COMMUNITY & OCCUPATIONAL PRGMS. IN ED. 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
14 ENGINEERING 
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14 ENGINEERING 
14060100 CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
14070100 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
14080100 CIVIL ENGINEERING 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
14090100 COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
14100100 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
14100101 ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
14110100 ENGINEERING ~1ECHANICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
14140100 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
14170100 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
14190100 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
14999900 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15010100 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
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15 ENGI NEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15010100 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15010101 CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
mDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15020101 CIVIL ENGINEERING AIDE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15030100 COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15030200 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15030301 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15039904 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15040300 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15040400 ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15040401 PROCESS CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15059901 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15060100 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15060300 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15060400 AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15060401 MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15060902 TEXTILE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15070200 QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15080100 AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15999900 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X* 
15999901 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE·DARLINGtON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15999903 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
15999904 NUCLEAR SERVICE TECHNOLOGY 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
* In cooperation with Florence-Darlington Technical College 
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16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL 
THE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
16010101 MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
16050100 GERMAN 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
16060100 GREEK, CLASSICAL 
U. S.C . - COLUMBIA - X 
16090100 FRENCH 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
...... 
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16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16090200 ITALIAN 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 
16090300 LATIN 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 
16090500 SPANISH 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 









16999901 CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 
16999902 LANGUAGE & INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
17 ALLIED HEALTII 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
17010200 DENTAL HYGIENE 
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17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010200 DENTAL HYGIENE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17010300 DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17020100 EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATORY TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . X 
17020600 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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17 ALLIED HEALTii 
17030600 CYTOTECHNOLOGY/HISTOTECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17031000 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . X 
17039901 MEDICAL LAB OFFICE ASSISTANT 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17040300 GENETIC COUNSELING 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
17050300 MEDICAL ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X X 
17050501 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
17050600 MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17050701 PHARMACY TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17051200 VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17060200 NURSING ASSISTANT 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE X 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17070500 OPTOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17070600 ORTHOPTICS/OPHTHALMIC TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
17080600 MUSIC THERAPY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
17080700 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
17080800 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17081300 PHYSICAL THERAPY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
17081500 PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
17081601 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
N.C.E.S. 
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17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17081800 RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18010100 AUDIOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18010200 SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18010300 SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
18010301 SPEECH - LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18030100 CHIROPRACTIC 
SHERMAN COLLEGE OF STRAIGHT CHIROPRACTIC 
18030101 CHIROPRACTIC ASSISTANT 
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SHERMAN COLLEGE OF STRAIGHT CHIROPRACTIC X 
18040100 DENTISTRY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
18070100 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
18070300 MEDICAL RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
18079900 HEALTH SCIENCES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
N.C.E.S. 
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18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 







MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
18100801 GERONTOLOGY 




MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S. C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U. S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
U.S.C . - LANCASTER X** 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CAIJIOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X** 
18110200 ANESTIIESIA FOR NURSES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X 
* Satellite program also offered at Francis Marion College 
** Joint program of USC-Lancaster and York Technical College 
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18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110300 NURSING-MATERNAL/CHILD HEALTH 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
18110500 NURSING-ADMINISTRATION 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18110600 NURSING-COMMUN. MENTAL HLTH & PSYCH!. 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
18119902 NURSING-CLINICAL 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
18119903 NURSING-HEALTH 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18119904 PRIMARY CARE NURSING 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
18119906 NURSING-ADULT HEALTH 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF s.c. 
18119907 NURSING-COMMUNITY HEALTH 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
18140100 PHARMACY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18140101 PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
18170100 PRE-DENTISTRY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
18180100 PRE-MED 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
* Joint program of Medical University of South Carolina 
and USC-Columbia 
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18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18190100 PRE-PHARMACY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
18220200 PUBLIC HEALTH, GENERAL 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
18220201 HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
18220202 HEALTH PROMOTIOM & EDUCATION 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
18220203 PUBLIC HEALTH - ENVIRONMENTAL 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
18220204 PUBLIC HEALTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
18220205 PUBLIC HEALTH - BIOSTATISTICS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
19 HOME ECONOMICS 
19010100 HOME ECONOMICS, GENERAL 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
19050100 FOODS AND NUTRITION 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
19050301 FOOD SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
19050400 NUTRITION SCIENCE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
19070100 FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS 




19079900 INDIVIDUAL & FAMILY DEVELOPMENT 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
19099900 TEXTILES, CLOTHING, AND INTERIOR DESIGN 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20020200 CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
20020201 CHILD CARE ASSISTANT 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
20020300 DAY CARE SUPERVISION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
20020500 EDUCATION TECHNOLOGIES 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
20030300 COMMERCIAL SEWING 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
20030502 FASHION AND TAILORING TECHNOLOGY 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
20040300 CULINARY ARTS TECHNOLOGY 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
20040600 FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
20050501 INTERIOR DECORATING 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
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20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20060600 DIRECT CARE SPECIALIST 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
21 INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
21010200 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
22 LAW 
22010100 LAW 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
22010200 PRE-LAW 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
22010300 LEGAL ASSISTANT 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
22019900 INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STUDIES 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
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23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
U.S. C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C . - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
23010101 ENGLISH, COMMUNICATION ARTS 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
23020100 CLASSICS 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
23030100 COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
23040100 ENGLISH WRITING 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X X 
23040101 PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND PUBLISHING 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
23060100 LINGUISTICS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
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23 LETTERS 
23080100 ENGLISH LITERATURE 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
23100100 SPEECH 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
23999901 SPEECH/DRAMA 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
THE CITADEL X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X X 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
~ORRIS COLLEGE X 
u.s.c. - BEAUFORT X 
u.s.c. - LANCASTER X 
u.s.c. - SALKEHATCHIE X 
u.s.c. - SUMTER X 
u.s.c. - UNION X 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE X 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE X 
. SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
N.C.E.S. 
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24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
24010101 BACCALAUREUS ARTIUM ET SCIENTIAE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
24019901 LIBERAL TECHNICAL STUDIES 
MORRIS COLLEGE 
25 LIBRARY SCIENCES 
25040101 LIBRARIANSHIP 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
25050100 MUSEUM MANAGEMENT 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
THE CITADEL 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C . - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. • SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
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26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
26010101 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
26020100 BIOCHEMISTRY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X X 
26030100 BOTANY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
26030500 PLANT PATHOLOGY 
CLE~1SON UNIVERSITY X X 
26030700 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
26049901 CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & PATHOBIO 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . X 
26050100 MICROBIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
26050101 IMMUNOLOGY & MICROBIOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . X X 
26060100 ANATOMY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X X 
26060200 BIOMETRY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X X 
26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY 
x* COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
* Offered jointly with The Charleston Higher Education Consortium 
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26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
U.S .C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
26060900 NUTRITION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
26069901 ECONOMIC BIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
26069902 AQUACULTURE ,FISHERIES & WILDLIFE BIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
26069903 BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
26070100 ZOOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
26070200 ENTOMOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
26070400 PATHOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X X 
26070500 PHARMACOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X X 
26070600 PHYSIOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. X X 
27 HATHEHATICS 
27010100 HATHEHATICS, GENERAL 
THE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
N.C.E.S. 
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27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 













27019901 MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE 
U.S. C. - AIKEN 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
27030100 APPLIED HATH 
U.S .C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
27050100 STATISTICS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
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30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30999902 SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
30999903 INDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM PROGRAM 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
30999904 INTERDEPARTMENTAL STUDIES 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
30999905 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
COKER COLLEGE X 
30999906 CONTRACTUAL STUDIES 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
30999907 INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
30999908 HEALTH SERVICES 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
31 PARKS AND RECREATION 
31010100 PARKS OPERATION 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
31020100 GOLF COURSE MANAGEMENT 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
31020101 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
31030100 PARKS, RECREATION, & TOURISM MGT. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
36 LEISURE AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
36010101 COMMUNITY RECREATION 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
N.C.E.S. 




COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 




38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA 




















39010101 NEW TESTAMENT GREEK 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
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39 THEOLOGY 
39020100 BIBLE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY X X X 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X X X 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE X 
39030101 CHURCH MISSIONS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
39030102 MEDICAL MISSIONS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
39030103 CHRISTIAN MISSIONS 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X 
39039901 MISSIONARY AVIATION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
39040100 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY X X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X 
39040101 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X 
39040102 CHURCH SCHOOL EDUCATION 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X 
39050100 RELIGIOUS MUSIC 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC 
WINTIIROP COLLEGE X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
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39 THEOLOGY 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY X X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X X 
LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY X X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X 
39999901 CHURCH ADMINISTRATION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X X 
39999902 PASTORAL STUDIES 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
39999903 CHURCH HISTORY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
39999904 CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 
THE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
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40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
40059901 TEXTILE CHEMISTRY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
40060100 GEOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X X X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
40069900 EARTH RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
40070300 EARTH SCIENCES, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
40079900 NATURAL SCIENCES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
40080100 PHYSICS 
THE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
N.C .E.S. 
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40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40080101 PHYSICS / ENGINEERING 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
40089901 HEALTH PHYSICS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
40999901 NATURAL SCIENCE 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 
40999902 TEXTILE SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
40999903 TEXTILE & POLYMER SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
40999904 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
41 SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES 
41030101 CHEMICAL LAB ASSISTANT 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U. S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
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42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
... PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
42020100 CLINICAL-COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
42040100 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
42060100 PSYCHOLOGY FOR COUNSELING 
COKER COLLEGE X 
42060101 GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
42080100 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
42999901 BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010200 CORRECTIONS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES AND INSTITUTIONS 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
U.S .C. - LANCASTER 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
43010400 CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
43010700 LAW ENFORCEMENT 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
43010701 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CORRECTIONS 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
43019901 COURT SERVICES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
43019902 JUVENILE SERVICES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
43019903 PLANNING & RESEARCH 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44010100 URBAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
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44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44040100 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
U. S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
44040101 GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC SERVICE 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES 
S.C . STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
44079901 HUMAN SERVICES 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
45020100 ANTHROPOLOGY 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
45030100 ARCHEOLOGY 
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45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
45070100 GEOGRAPHY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X* 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
45080100 HISTORY 
TIIE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C . - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
* In cooperation with USC-Columbia 
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45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
45080101 APPLIED HISTORY 
U.S.C . - COLmtBIA X 
45090100 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
45090102 INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
THE CITADEL X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X X 
U.S. C. - AIKEN X 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA X 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG X 
WINTiiROP COLLEGE. X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
45100102 POLITICAL SCIENCE AND HISTORY 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
45100103 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
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45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
U.S.C. - AIKEN X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
45110102 SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
45120100 URBAN STUDIES 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
45999901 SOCIAL STUDIES 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46010100 MASONRY 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
46020100 CARPENTRY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
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46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46020100 CARPENTRY 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
46040100 GENERAL MAINTENANCE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X 
46050200 PIPEFITTING 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47010400 COMPUTER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47010500 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
4 702 0201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
4 7030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CAIJIOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL .COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47040800 WATCHMAKING 
ORANGEBURG-CAIJIOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47 060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47 060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47060301 AUTO BODY TECHNOLOGY 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
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48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
48050400 METAL FABRICATION 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
48050800 WELDING 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X X 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
DENl1ARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
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50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50030100 DANCE 
COKER COLLEGE X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
50030101 DANCE, BFA 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
50040100 VISUAL ARTS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
50040300 COMMERCIAL ART 
BENEDICT COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X* 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
50050101 THEATRE AND SPEECH 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
50050102 SPEECH AND DRAMA, COMMUNICATION ARTS 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
50060200 CINEMATOGRAPHY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY X 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
* In cooperation with USC-Columbia 
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so VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070300 ART HISTORY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
WOFFORD COLLEGE X 
50070301 APPLIED ART HISTORY 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
50070400 ARTS MANAGEMENT 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
50079901 ART STUDIO 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
50079902 ART 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE X* 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
50079903 ART, COMMUNICATION ARTS 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
50080100 COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
* In cooperation with USC-Columbia 
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50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50080101 GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS 
CLE~ISON UNIVERSITY X 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE X 
50090100 MUSIC 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X X 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X X 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE X 
COKER COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X X 
ERSKINE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE X 
MORRIS COLLEGE X 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE X 
ANDERSON COLLEGE X 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY X X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
50090200 MUSIC HISTORY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA X 
50090300 MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
S.C . STATE COLLEGE X 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
50090301 APPLIED MUSIC 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON X 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
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50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50090400 MUSIC THEORY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
50090401 MUSIC COMPOSITION 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA X 
50099901 MUSICOLOGY 
CONVERSE COLLEGE X X 
50099902 MUSIC MERCHANDISING 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE X 
50999901 SPEECH & THEATRE 
LANDER COLLEGE X 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE X 
50999902 SPEE CH/ ORI "1A 
WINTHROP COLLEGE X 
PART II 
PROGRAMS LISTED BY INSTITUTION 
THE CITADEL 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
13 EDUCATION 
13030100 CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
13080100 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
13110108 STUDENT COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
13131500 READING EDUCATION 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
13131700 SOCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
13139901 HISTORY EDUCATION 
14 ENGINEERING 
14080100 CIVIL ENGINEERING 
14100100 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
* Offered jointly with College of Charleston 
through The Charleston Higher Education Consortium 
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42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
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01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01010100 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION X 
01010101 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION & BUSINESS X 
01010300 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS X 
01010301 APPLIED ECONOMICS X 
01010302 AG. ECONOMICS & RURAL SOCIOLOGY X 
02 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
02020100 ANIMAL SCIENCE X 
02020500 ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY X 
02020600 DAIRY SCIENCE X 
02020900 POULTRY SCIENCE X 
02029901 ANIMAL INDUSTRIES X 
02030100 FOOD SCIENCE X 
02030500 PACKAGING SCIENCE X 
..__ 02030600 FOOD TECHNOLOGY X 
02040200 AGRONOMY X X X 
02040300 HORTICULTURE X X 
02999902 ANIMAL AND FOOD INDUSTRIES X 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
03040400 WOOD UTILIZATION X 
03050100 FORESTRY X X 
03050600 FOREST MANAGEMENT X 
04 ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
04020100 ARCHITECTURE X X 
04030101 CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING X 
04039900 ARCHITECTURE/CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING X 
04040100 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN X 
04060100 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE X 
04999901 BUILDING SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT X X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X X 
06030102 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT X 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA X* 
06040301 TEXTILE MANAGEMENT X 
06139900 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE X 
06999903 INDUSTRIAL MANAGMENT X X X 
06999907 MANAGEMENT X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X X X 
11040101 COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS X 
13 EDUCATION 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION X X 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X 
13110110 COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE SERVICES X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13130100 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION X X 
13130900 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION X X 
13131500 READING EDUCATION X 
13131604 SCIENCE TEACHING X 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
14 ENGINEERING 
14030100 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING X X X 
14050100 B IOENG !NEERING X X 
14060100 CERAMIC ENGINEERING X X X 
14070100 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING X X X 
14080100 CIVIL ENGINEERING X X X 
14090100 COMPUTER ENGINEERING X X X 
14100100 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING X X X 
14110100 ENGINEERING MECHANICS X X 
14140100 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING X X 
14170100 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING X X X 
14190100 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING X X X 
14999900 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL X 
16999902 LANGUAGE & INTERNATIONAL TRADE X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
18110100 NURSING X X 
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
N.C .E. S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010101 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES X 
26020100 BIOCHEMISTRY X X X 
26030100 BOTANY X 
26030500 PLANT PATHOLOGY X X 
26030700 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY X 
26050100 MICROBIOLOGY X X X 
26060900 NUTRITION X X 
26069901 ECONOMIC BIOLOGY X 
26069902 AQUACULTURE,FISHERIES & WILDLIFE BIOLOGY X 
26070100 ZOOLOGY X X 
26070200 ENTOMOLOGY X X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X X X 
31 PARKS AND RECREATION 
31030100 PARKS, RECREATION, & TOURISM MGT. X X X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38010100 PHILOSOPHY X 
40 · PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X X X 
40059901 TEXTILE CHEMISTRY X X 
40060100 GEOLOGY X 
40080100 PHYSICS X X X 
40999902 TEXTILE SCIENCE X X 
40999903 TEXTILE & POLYMER SCIENCE X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY , GENERAL X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS X X 
45080100 HISTORY X X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50040100 VISUAL ARTS 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
50080101 GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS 
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COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X x* 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16050100 GERMAN X 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18170100 PRE-DENTISTRY X 
18180100 PRE-MED X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
23020100 CLASSICS X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
26020100 BIOCHEMISTRY X 
26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY X X** 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38010100 PHILOSOPHY X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
40060100 GEOLOGY X 
40080100 PHYSICS X 
* Offered jointly with The Citadel 
through The Charleston Higher Education Consortium 
** Offered jointly with The Charleston Higher Education Consortium 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44010100 URBAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
45120100 URBAN STUDIES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
* Offered jointly with USC-Columbia 
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FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06030100 FINANCE X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION , MBA X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
06050100 ECONOMICS X 
06120100 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS X 
06140100 MARKETING MANAGEMENT X 
11 cmtPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13100600 EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED X 
13101100 SPECIAL/LEARNING DISABILITIES X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13131500 READING EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
- 15999900 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES x* 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
* In cooperation with Florence-Darlington Technical College 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 
40080100 PHYSICS 
40089901 HEALTH PHYSICS 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY , GENERAL 
42040100 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 




45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS 
50079902 ART 
* In cooperation with USC-Columbia 
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N.C.E.S. - TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X 
13131402 HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16090100 FRENCH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
--~ 18110100 NURSING X 
19 HOME ECONOMICS 
19010100 HOME ECONOMICS, GENERAL X 
19070500 GERONTOLOGY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30999907 INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
LANDER COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50079902 ART 
50999901 SPEECH & THEATRE 
C 
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MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010200 DENTAL HYGIENE 
17020100 EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATORY TECHNOLOGY 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
17030600 CYTOTECHNOLOGY/HISTOTECHNOLOGY 
17031000 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
17070600 ORTHOPTICS/OPHTHALMIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17080700 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
17081300 PHYSICAL THERAPY 
17081800 RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18040100 DENTISTRY 
18070100 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
18070300 MEDICAL RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
18079900 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18100100 MEDICINE 
18110100 NURSING 
18110200 ANESTHESIA FOR NURSES X 
18110300 NURSING-MATERNAL/CHILD HEALTH 
18110500 NURSING-ADMINISTRATION 
18119906 NURSING-ADULT HEALTH 
18119907 NURSING-COMMUNITY HEALTH 
18140100 PHARMACY 
18140101 PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26020100 BIOCHEMISTRY 
26049901 CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & PATHOBIO 






* Satellite program also offered at Francis Marion College 
** Offered jointly with USC-Columbia 
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S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01010200 AGRIBUSINESS X X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06050100 ECONomcs X -
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION X X 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X 
13110104 REHABILITATION COUNSELING X 
13110106 COUNSELOR EDUCATION X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13130200 ART EDUCATION X 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
13130700 HEALTH EDUCATION X 
13130800 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION X 
13130900 INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030200 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15060300 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
.,-
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S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18010300 SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY X X 
18110100 NURSING X 
19 HOME ECONmncs 
19010100 HOME ECONOMICS, GENERAL X 
19050100 FOODS AND NUTRITION X 
19050400 NUTRITION SCIENCE X 
19070100 FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILD DEVELOPMENT X 
19079900 INDIVIDUAL & FAMILY DEVELOPMENT X 
I...- 23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
40080100 PHYSICS X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL X 
45080100 HISTORY X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS X 
50079901 ART STUDIO X 
50090300 MUSIC PERFORMANCE X 
50099902 MUSIC MERCHANDISING X 
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U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
N.C . E. S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
05 AREA AND ETHNIC STUDIES 
05010 700 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES X 
05020100 AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X X 
06030100 FINANCE X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X X X 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA X 
06040102 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA-ETV X 
06050100 ECONOMICS X 
06070101 HOTEL,RESTAURANT,TOURISM ADMINISTRATION X 
06079901 SPORT ADMINISTRATION X 
06080100 INSURANCE X 
06090100 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS X 
06139900 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE X 
06160100 PERSONNEL/EMPLOYEE RELATIONS X 
06170101 REAL ESTATE X 
06190100 TAXATION X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08070502 RETAILING X 
08079900 MARKETING X 
09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09040100 COMMUNICATIONS, GENERAL X 
09040200 NEWS-EDITORIAL X 
09040300 ADVERTISING-PUBLIC RELATIONS X 
09070100 BROADCASTING X 
09999901 MEDIA ARTS X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X X X 
13 EDUCATION 
13030100 CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION X 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION X X X 
13040200 SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION X 
13049901 HEALTH EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION X 
13050100 INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA X ..,.... 
13060300 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH X X 
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U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
13 EDUCATION 
13060400 EDUCATIONAL TESTING X 
13080100 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY X X 
13090100 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION X 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X 
13100600 EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED X 
13100800 EDUCATION OF ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED X 
13100900 EDUCATION OF VISUALLY HANDICAPPED X 
13110101 STUDENT PERSONNEL X X 
13110102 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE X 
13110103 SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE X 
13110104 REHABILITATION COUNSELING X X 
13110106 COUNSELOR EDUCATION X X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X X 
---- 13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13130200 ART EDUCATION X X X 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION X X 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION X 
13130601 FRENCH EDUCATION X 
13130602 GERMAN EDUCATION X 
13130603 LATIN EDUCATION X 
13130604 SPANISH EDUCATION X 
13130700 HEALTH EDUCATION X 
13130701 SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION X 
13131000 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION X 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X X X X 
13131203 PIANO PEDAGOGY X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X X X X 
13131500 READING EDUCATION X X 
13131600 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION X 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION X 
13131602 CHEMISTRY EDUCATION X 
13131603 PHYSICS EDUCATION X 
13131800 SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION X 
13139901 HISTORY EDUCATION X 
13139902 PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION X 
13999901 COMMUNITY & OCCUPATIONAL PRGMS. IN ED. X 
14 ENGINEERING 
14070100 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING X X X 
\_. 14080100 CIVIL ENGINEERING X X X 
14100101 ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING X X X 
_ .... 
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U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
N.C .E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
14 ENGINEERING 
14190100 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING X X X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16050100 GERMAN X X 
16060100 GREEK, CLASSICAL X 
16090100 FRENCH X X 
16090200 ITALIAN X 
16090300 LATIN X 
16090500 SPANISH X X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17040300 GENETIC COUNSELING X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18010100 AUDIOLOGY X 
18010200 SPEECH PATHOLOGY X 
18010301 SPEECH - LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLOGY X 
18070100 HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION X 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
18100100 MEDICINE X 
18100801 GERONTOLOGY X 
18110100 NURSING X X 
18110500 NURSING-ADMINISTRATION X 
18110600 NURSING-COMMUN . MENTAL HLTH & PSYCHI . X 
18119902 NURSING-CLINICAL X 
18119903 NURSING-HEALTH X 
18119904 PRIMARY CARE NURSING X 
18140100 PHARMACY X X X 
18140101 PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES X X* 
18220200 PUBLIC HEALTH, GENERAL X 
18220201 HEALTH ADMINISTRATION X X 
18220202 HEALTH PROMOTIOM & EDUCATION X X 
18220203 PUBLIC HEALTH - ENVIRONMENTAL X X 
18220204 PUBLIC HEALTH - EPIDEMIOLOGY X X 
18220205 PUBLIC HEALTH - BIOSTATISTICS X X 
22 LAW 
22010100 LAW X 
22019900 INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STUDIES X 
* Offered jointly with Medical University of South Carolina 
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U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X X X 
23020100 CLASSICS X 
23030100 COMPARATIVE LITERATURE X X 
23060100 LINGUISTICS X X X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
24010101 BACCALAUREUS ARTIUM ET SCIENTIAE X 
25 LIBRARY SCIENCES 
25040101 LIBRARIANSHIP X X 
25050100 MUSEUM MANAGEMENT X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X X X 
26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY X X X 
26069903 BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X X X 
27050100 STATISTICS X X X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38010100 PHILOSOPHY X X 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES X 
- 40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X X X 
40060100 GEOLOGY X X X 
'-- 40069900 EARTH RESOURCES MANAGEMENT X 
40070300 EARTH SCIENCES, GENERAL X 
40079900 NATURAL SCIENCES X 
40080100 PHYSICS X X X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42020100 CLINICAL-COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY X 
42080100 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY X X X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010200 CORRECTIONS X 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
43010400 CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION X 
43010700 LAW ENFORCEMENT X 
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U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43019901 COURT SERVICES X 
43019902 JUVENILE SERVICES X 
43019903 PLANNING & RESEARCH X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44010100 URBAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS X* 
44040100 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION X 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES X X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL X 
45020100 ANTHROPOLOGY X 
45030100 ARCHEOLOGY X 
45060100 ECONOMICS X X X 
45070100 GEOGRAPHY X X X 
45080100 HISTORY X X X 
45080101 APPLIED HISTORY X 
45090100 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS X X X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X X X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50050101 THEATRE AND SPEECH X X 
50070300 ART HISTORY X X 
50070301 APPLIED ART HISTORY X 
50079901 ART STUDIO X X 
50079902 ART X 
50090100 MUSIC X X 
50090200 MUSIC HISTORY X 
50090300 MUSIC PERFORMANCE X 
50090401 MUSIC COMPOSITION X 
* Offered jointly with College of Charleston 
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U. S. C. - AIKEN 
N.C .E.S . - TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
- 27019901 MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X 
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U.S .C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06030100 FINANCE X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
06170101 REAL ESTATE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27030100 APPLIED MATH X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X 
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U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030101 BUSINESS ADMIN (COMPUTER INFOMATION SYS) X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
11040100 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT X 
11999902 APPLIED MATHEMATICS X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X X 
23 LEITERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL _ARTS & SCIENCES X X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
04 ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
04050100 INTERIOR DESIGN X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA X 
09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09040100 COMMUNICATIONS, GENERAL X 
09999905 SCIENCE COMMUNICATION X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13030100 CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION X 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION X X 
13050101 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA X 
13080100 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY X X 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X X 
13110107 GUIDANCE X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION X X 
13130800 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION X X X 
13131000 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X 
13131201 CHORAL MUSIC X 
13131202 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X X 
13131500 READING EDUCATION X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
19 HOME ECONOMICS 
19010100 HOME ECONOMICS, GENERAL X 
19050100 FOOD AND NUTRITION X X - I 19050301 FOOD SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT X 
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WINTHROP COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
19 HOME ECONOMICS 
19099900 TEXTILES, CLOTHING, AND INTERIOR DESIGN X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38999901 RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY X 
39 THEOLOGY 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
- 42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44040101 GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC SERVICE X 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL X 
50079902 ART X 
50090100 MUSIC X X 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) X 





TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION X 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION X 
13131602 CHEMISTRY EDUCATION X 
19 HOME ECONOMICS 
19070500 GERONTOLOGY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38020101 RELIGION, GENERAL X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL X 
45110102 SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50079902 ART X 
50090100 MUSIC X 
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BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06050100 ECONOMICS X 
06070100 HOTEL , MOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT X 
06139901 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE/DATA SYSTEMS X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION X X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11040100 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT X 
11999903 COMPUTER SCIENCE/APPLIED MATii X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13120201 PRE-ADOLESCENT EDUCATION X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13131100 MATiiEMATICS EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
13131600 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
17 ALLIED HEALTii 
17080600 MUSIC THERAPY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X - 23999901 SPEECH/DRAMA X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X X 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
39 THEOLOGY 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC 




42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50090301 APPLIED MUSIC 
C A 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06030101 BANKING AND FINANCE 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06040103 MANAGEMENT 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
07060802 OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 




09040301 PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS/MKT. JOURNALISM 
09070100 BROADCASTING 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
13131201 CHORAL MUSIC 
13131202 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
13131800 SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17081601 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS , GENERAL 
36 LEISURE AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
36010101 COMMUNITY RECREATION 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38999901 RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY 




40999904 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44040100 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100103 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50040300 COMMERCIAL ART 
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BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01010400 FARM MANAGEMENT X X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X X 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06200101 TRADE MANAGEMENT X X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION X 
09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09070101 BROADCAST ENGINEERING X 
09070102 BROADCAST MANAGEMENT X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC. SERVICES 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY X X 
13 EDUCATION 
13010100 EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13040100 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION X X 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X X 
13101201 SPEECH EDUCATION X 
13110105 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES X X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13130200 ART EDUCATION X 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION X X X 
13130800 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION X 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION X X X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X X X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X X X 
13131600 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION X X X 
13131800 SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION X 
13139901 HISTORY EDUCATION X X 
13139906 LANGUAGE EDUCATION X 
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BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
N.C .E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16050100 GERMAN X 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
18180100 PRE-MED X 
19 HOME ECONOMICS 
19010100 HOME ECONOMICS, GENERAL X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20020300 DAY CARE SUPERVISION X 
20050501 INTERIOR DECORATING X 
22 LAW 
22010200 PRE-LAW X 
23 LETIERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
23040101 PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND PUBLISHING X 
23100100 SPEECH X X 
26 . LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STIJDIES 
30040101 HUMANITIES X 
39 THEOLOGY 
39020100 BIBLE X X X X X 
39030101 CHURCH MISSIONS X 
39030102 MEDICAL MISSIONS X X 
39039901 MISSIONARY AVIATION X 
39050100 RELIGIOUS MUSIC X X 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL X X 
39999901 CHURCH ADMINISTRATION X X X 
39999902 PASTORAL STUDIES X X 
39999903 CHURCH HISTORY X X 
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BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
40080100 PHYSICS X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42060101 GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46020100 CARPENTRY X X 
46040100 GENERAL MAINTENANCE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY X X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC X X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS X X 
50060200 CINEMATOGRAPHY X X 
50079902 ART X X 
50090100 MUSIC X X 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) X X 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
N.C.E. S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06060100 MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
13 EDUCATION 
13100600 EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED 
13101100 SPECIAL/LEARNING DISABILITIES 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
23 LEITERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
39 THEOLOGY 
39010101 NEW TESTAMENT GREEK 
39020100 BIBLE 
39040100 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
39050100 RELIGIOUS MUSIC 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010701 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CORRECTIONS 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
45080100 HISTORY 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
13 EDUCATION 
13010100 EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
13131602 CHEMISTRY EDUCATION 
13131800 SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27.010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
27019901 MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38999901 RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
45999901 SOCIAL STUDIES 






























TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06040103 MANAGEMENT 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING 
09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09040100 COMMUNICATIONS, GENERAL 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
13139901 HISTORY EDUCATION 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16090100 FRENCH 
16090500 SPANISH 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
23 LE'Ii'ERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30999905 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
42060100 PSYCHOLOGY FOR COUNSELING 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50030100 DANCE 
50040300 COMMERCIAL ART 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 






















CO LUMB IA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
39 THEOLOGY 
39020100 BIBLE X X X 
39040100 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION X X 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
13 EDUCATION 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X 
13101200 SPEECH CORRECTION X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16050100 GERMAN X 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
23010101 ENGLISH, COMMUNICATION ARTS X 
23040100 ENGLISH WRITING X X 
23080100 ENGLISH LITERATURE X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30010100 BIOLOGICAL & PHYSICAL SCIENCES X 
30999904 INTERDEPARTMENTAL STUDIES X 
30999906 CONTRACTUAL STUDIES X 
30999908 HEALTH SERVICES X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
39 THEOLOGY 
39040101 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION X 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44010101 PUBLIC AFFAIRS X 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50030100 DANCE X 
50030101 DANCE, BFA X 
50050101 THEATRE AND SPEECH X 
50050102 SPEECH AND DRAMA, COMMUNICATION ARTS X 
50079901 ART STUDIO X 
50079903 ART, COMMUNICATlON ARTS X 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) X 
50090300 MUSIC PERFORMANCE X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
04 ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
0405-0100 INTERIOR DESIGN X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06050100 ECONOMICS X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11999903 COMPUTER SCIENCE/ APPLIED MATH X 
13 EDUCATION 
13040400 INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP X 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION X X 
13100300 EDUCATION OF THE DEAF X 
13101100 SPECIAL/LEARNING DISABILITIES X 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X X 
13131203 PIANO PEDAGOGY X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL X 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30010100 BIOLOGICAL & PHYSICAL SCIENCES X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38010100 PHILOSOPHY X 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL X 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS X 
45080100 HISTORY X 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT X 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY X 
so VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS X 
50070300 ART HISTORY X 
50079901 ART STUDIO X 
50079902 ART X 
50090100 MUSIC X X 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
05 AREA AND ETHNIC STUDIES 
05019902 SOUTHERN STUDIES X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL X 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION X 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION X 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION X 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL X 
16090100 FRENCH X 
16090500 SPANISH X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18090100 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL X 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY X 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL X 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38020102 RELIGION AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION X 
39 THEOLOGY 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL X X 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY X 
40080100 PHYSICS X 
40999901 NATURAL SCIENCE X 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYC.HOLOGY, GENERAL X 




TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50090100 MUSIC X 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11999903 COMPUTER SCIENCE/APPLIED MATH 
11999904 COMPUTING/BUSINESS 
13 EDUCATION 
13010100 EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 




16999901 CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STIJDIES 
30999903 INDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM PROGRAM 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38010100 PHILOSOPHY 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STIJDIES 
38020101 RELIGION, GENERAL 
38020102 RELIGION AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
39 THEOLOGY 
39050101 CHURCH MUSIC 






42010100 PSYCHOLOGY , GENERAL 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
45120100 URBAN STUDIES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50050100 DRAMATIC ARTS 
50070300 ART HISTORY 
50079902 ART 
50090100 MUSIC 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
13 EDUCATION 
13110101 STUDENT PERSONNEL 
13110107 GUIDANCE 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
30 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
30040101 HUMANITIES 
30999902 SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS 
42 PSYCHOLOGY 
42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44070100 SOCIAL WORK & HELPING SERVICES 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
45080100 HISTORY 
45999901 SOCIAL STUDIES 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 









LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
N. C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
39 THEOLOGY 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL X X 
MORRIS COLLEGE 
N.C.E .. S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06040103 MANAGEMENT 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING 
09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09999901 MEDIA ARTS 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13130700 HEALTH EDUCATION 
23 LETTERS 
23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
24019901 LIBERAL TECHNICAL STUDIES 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
31 PARKS AND RECREATION 
31020101 RECREATION ADMINISTRATION 
39 THEOLOGY 
39040100 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100102 POLITICAL SCIENCE AND HISTORY 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
45999901 SOCIAL STUDIES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
50090100 MUSIC 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
03059901 PRE-FORESTRY 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06049902 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & CHEMISTRY 
06049903 BUSINESS ADMIN. AND INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
06999905 BUSINESS ADMIN. AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120400 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
13131200 MUSIC EDUCATION 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
16010100 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL 
16090100 FRENCH 
16090500 SPANISH 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 





23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 




39050101 CHURCH MUSIC 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
40 PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
40050100 CHEMISTRY 




45090102 INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCE 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
SO VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070400 ARTS MANAGEMENT 
50079902 ART 
50090101 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
50090301 APPLIED MUSIC 
50090400 MUSIC THEORY 
50999901 SPEECH & THEATRE 
C 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06050100 ECONOMICS 
13 EDUCATION 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
16 FOREIGN LANGUAGES 





23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
38 PHILOSOPHY 
38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
38999901 RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY 




42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45010100 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
PAGE 122 


























TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070100 FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
50090100 MUSIC 
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SHERMAN COLLEGE OF STRAIGHT CHIROPRACTIC 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18030100 CHIROPRACTIC X 
18030101 CHIROPRACTIC ASSISTANT X 
PAGE 125 
SOUTHERN ~1ETHODIST COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
39 THEOLOGY 
39020100 BIBLE X X X 
39030103 CHRISTIAN MISSIONS X 
39040100 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION X 
39040101 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION X 
39040102 CHURCH SCHOOL EDUCATION X 
39060100 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL X 
39999904 CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES X 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07040100 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11999903 COMPUTER SCIENCE/APPLIED MATH 
11999904 COMPUTING/BUSINESS 
13 EDUCATION 
13120200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
13130300 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
13130500 ENGLISH EDUCATION 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDUCATION 
23 LETIERS 
23010101 ENGLISH, COMMUNICATION ARTS 
23080100 ENGLISH LITERATURE 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45100103 POLITICAL SCIENCE 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 





13120500 SECONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 





23010100 ENGLISH, GENERAL 
26 LIFE SCIENCES 
26010100 BIOLOGY 
27 MATHEMATICS 
27010100 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL 




38020100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 




42010100 PSYCHOLOGY, GENERAL 
45 SOCIAL SCIENCES 
45060100 ECONOMICS 
45080100 HISTORY 
45100100 POLITICAL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
45110100 SOCIOLOGY 
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TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50070300 ART HISTORY X 
_ \ 
,._ PAGE 129 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
U.S .C. - LANCASTER 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
07999901 COMMERCIAL SCIENCE 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
* Offered jointly with York Technical College 
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U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
PAGE 132 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
PAGE 133 
U.S.C. - UNION 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
07 BUSI NESS AND OFFICE 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
04 ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
04050100 INTERIOR DESIGN 
07 BUSI NESS AND OFFICE 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
07060801 INFORMATION PROCESSING 
07999902 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08010200 FASHION MERCHANDISING 
08070501 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50090100 MUSIC 
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CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B 11 S D 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07999902 BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
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COLUMBIA JR . COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
N. C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
06070103 HOTEL/MOTEL ADMINISTRATION 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING 
07070100 SECRETARIAL TECHNOLOGY 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08010200 FASHION MERCHANDISING 
08110401 TRAVEL AND TOURISM 













NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 
N. C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15030301 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
PAGE 138 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M S D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20020500 EDUCATION TECHNOLOGIES X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
39 THEOLOGY 
39020100 BIBLE X 
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RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSI NESS AND MANAGEMENT 
060 20100 ACCOUNTING X 
06040104 MANAGEMENT AND MERCHANDISING X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING X 
07030202 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATOR X 
07030300 DATA ENTRY X 
07060300 EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING X 
07070200 CLERK TYPIST X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT X 
17050501 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT X 
17060200 NURSING ASSISTANT X 
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RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X X 
07030300 DATA ENTRY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING X 
07070100 SECRETARIAL TECHNOLOGY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17050300 MEDICAL ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY X 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT X 
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RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X X 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING X 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08070501 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT X X 
17060200 NURSING ASSISTANT X 
'-
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RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X X 
07030300 DATA ENTRY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X X 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08010200 FASHION MERCHANDISING X 
08070501 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11010100 COMPUTER SCIENCE X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT X X 
17060200 NURSING ASSISTANT X 
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SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING 
07030500 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
07040102 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
07999902 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08070501 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 









AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15030100 COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15040300 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
15999903 NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
41 SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES 
41030101 CHEMICAL LAB ASSISTANT X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050400 METAL FABRICATION X 
48050800 WELDING X X 
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BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06070100 HOTEL, MOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC. SERVICES 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
21 INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
21010200 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY X 
22 LAW 
22010300 LEGAL ASSISTANT X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46010100 MASONRY X 
46020100 CARPENTRY X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR X 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 
48050800 WELDING 
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BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 




CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030500 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030500 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC. SERVICES 
12040200 BARBERING X 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15030100 COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20020200 CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT X 
20030502 FASHION AND TAILDRING TECHNOLOGY X X 
21 INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
21010200 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44079901 HUMAN SERVICES X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47060301 AUTO BODY TECHNOLOGY X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
02 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
02040200 AGRONOMY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06180100 SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07069900 HEALTH CARE SECRETARY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08010200 FASHION MERCHANDISING X 
08079900 MARKETING X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15080100 AVIATION TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING X 
17010200 DENTAL HYGIENE X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17050600 MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNOLOGY X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
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FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20060600 DIRECT CARE SPECIALIST X 
22 LAW 
22010300 LEGAL ASSISTANT X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44079901 HUMAN SERVICES X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
06040201 MATERIALS MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
11 COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES 
11999905 COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15010100 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15010101 CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X X 
15040401 PROCESS CONTROL INSTRUMENTATION X 
15060400 AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY X 
15060401 MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING X 
17010200 DENTAL HYGIENE X 
17020600 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X ........ 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
17070500 OPTOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17081500 PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT X 
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GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20040600 FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT X 
22 LAW 
22010300 LEGAL ASSISTANT X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46020100 CARPENTRY X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010400 COMPUTER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020100 HEATING , VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47 020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH . X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY X 
47060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
-
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HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N. C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
03050100 FORESTRY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06070100 HOTEL, MOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030102 COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING ASSISTANT X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20040300 CULINARY ARTS TECHNOLOGY X 
31 PARKS AND RECREATION 
31010100 PARKS OPERATION X 
31020100 GOLF COURSE MANAGEMENT X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
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HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E .S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 




MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06030101 BANKING AND FINANCE X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060200 COURT REPORTING X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
09 COMMUNICATIONS 
09999906 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15010100 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030200 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999901 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING X 
17010200 DENTAL HYGIENE X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17050600 MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNOLOGY X 
17050701 PHARMACY TECHNOLOGY X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
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MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
22 LAW 
22010300 LEGAL ASSISTANT X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44079901 HUMAN SERVICES X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50080100 COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS X 
50080101 GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS X 
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ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01010201 AGRIBUSINESS TECHNOLOGY X 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
03040401 FOREST PRODUCTS TECHNOLOGY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15040400 ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17039901 MEDICAL LAB OFFICE ASSISTANT X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47040800 WATCHMAKING X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC X 
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ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 
48050800 WELDING 





PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07039900 AUTOMATED OFFICE TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15039904 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
15060300 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15060400 AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY X 
15060902 TEXTILE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999901 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17020600 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17050300 MEDICAL ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
21 INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
21010200 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY X 
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PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
44 PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
44079901 HUMAN SERVICES X 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46020100 CARPENTRY X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01060100 HORTICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07030201 COMPUTER OPERATIONS X 
07060500 MEDICAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
08110100 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039904 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999901 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
15999904 NUCLEAR SERVICE TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTil 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
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SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
200 20201 CHILD CARE ASSISTANT X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010500 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
03 RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 
03020201 NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15020101 CIVIL ENGINEERING AIDE X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15059901 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
02 AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
02020101 ANIMAL SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
10 COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 
10010400 RADIO & TV BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039904 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
15060400 AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY X 
15060902 TEXTILE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
15070200 QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15999901 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17051200 VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20020200 CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT X 
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TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRH1INAL JUSTICE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47 020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH . X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY X X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N. C.E.S . 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
01 AGRIBUSINESS AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
01060100 HORTICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY X 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
06070100 HOTEL, MOTEL, AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT X 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
08 MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
08079900 MARKETING X 
12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL, AND MISC. SERVICES 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15010100 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030200 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15060100 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15060400 AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING X 
17010300 DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING X 
17080800 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT X 
17081500 PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT X 
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TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20040300 CULINARY ARTS TECHNOLOGY X 
22 LAW 
22010300 LEGAL ASSISTANT X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
43 PROTECTIVE SERVICES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47010100 ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY X 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS X 
47060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY X 
47060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR X 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X X 
48050800 WELDING X 
50 VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
50080100 COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS X 
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WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C.E. S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B 11 s D 
06 BUSI ~ESS AND MANAGEMENT 
060101 00 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07 060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
070 70500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
12 CONSUMER, PERSONAL , AND MISC . SERVICES 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY X 
15 ENGI NEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
20 VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20030300 COMMERCIAL SEWING X 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46010 100 MASONRY X 
46020100 CARPENTRY X 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47 020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. X 
47 060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC X 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48019901 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING X 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL X 
48050800 WELDING X 
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YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E.S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES C A B M s D 
06 BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL X 
06040103 MANAGEMENT X 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY X 
07 BUSINESS AND OFFICE 
07010100 ACCOUNTING X 
07030104 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY X 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE X 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE X 
10 COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES 
10010402 TELEPRODUCTION X 
13 EDUCATION 
13132000 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION X 
15 ENGINEERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES 
15020100 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030100 COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15030300 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS X 
15040300 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH X 
150,60300 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15080300 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY X 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999901 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY X 
15999902 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17 ALLIED HEALTH 
17010100 DENTAL ASSISTING X 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY X 
17021000 RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNOLOGY X 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY X 
17030900 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY X 
18 HEALTH SCIENCES 
18110100 NURSING X* 
24 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE 
24010100 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES X 
* Offered jointly with USC-Lancaster 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
N.C .E. S. 
TAXONOMY PROGRAM TITLES 
46 CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
46050200 PIPEFITTING 
47 MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS 
47020201 AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH. 
47030300 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
48 PRECISION PRODUCTION 
48010500 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 
48050800 WELDING 
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